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Important
Dates:

Behind the buzz

Feb. 7: Résumé/Interview
advisory panel
Feb. 21: PR skills advisory
panel and membership due
March 7: Entertainment PR
March 21: Officer elections
and advising night
April 11: Corporate PR

by Cyone Batiste

During the first PRSSA meeting of the
“You are the people that we lean
semester, Dennis Rogers, communications on to get information from,” said Sean
director of the New Orleans Hornets, spoke Kelley, radio play-by-play announcer for
about his journey after college and his role the Hornets. “That’s what it’s all about ...
within the Hornets organization. He told networking and developing relationships
the Chapter about his daily PR tasks, from with people.”
What would you
dealing with the media to traveling with
After watching the Hornets take
like to see PRSSA at
the team to each game.
on the Charlotte Bobcats, the PRestige
After this meeting, PRSSA at LSU members ended the event at a postgame
LSU do in the spring
members left with a better understanding press conference with Hornets head coach,
semester? Talk to one
of the world of sports PR. However, it Monty Williams.
To say that this experience was
of the executive board came as a surprise when Rogers invited 20
PRestige members to attend an exclusive incredible would be an understatement.
members, or email us
event with the Hornets PR team two Being able to get advice from others in the
sports field, network among professionals
at prssalsu@gmail.com months later.
On Nov. 10, the PRestige attendees and get an up-close view of what the future
traveled to New Orleans to get a holds put every class lesson and homework
with any ideas!
behind-the-scenes look at what the assignment into perspective.
communications staff for the Hornets does
As aspiring PR professionals, it was a
before, during and after a basketball game. great way to catch a glimpse of what a sports
During the event, they were able to tour PR job would be like. This experience was
the facility and meet with key members a motivational push to continue working
FROM THE E
of the communication team. hard this semester.
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April 25: Nonprofit
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Tips for Livetweeting
by Paige Weber

Have you noticed a familiar trending topic in the Baton
Rouge area on Thursday nights? “#geauxPRSSA” spreads like
wildfire in the Twitterverse during PRSSA at LSU meetings
thanks to its members. The hashtag achieved trending topic
status for two of the four meetings this semester.
Livetweeting is a great way to expose PRSSA at LSU to
the Twitter world. It’s a fun way to for members to engage in
the meeting and strike conversations with one another. Here
are some tips to help members effectively livetweet:
Start off with a fair good-natured warning. You
don’t want your followers to feel overwhelmed by
your numerous tweets throughout the night.
Use the same hashtag. PRSSA uses #geauxPRSSA.
This allows people to track the conversation and
understand what’s going on.
Take photos of what’s going on and tweet them.
Giving your audience a visual will help them imagine
the actual scenario of what’s happening and keep
them intrigued.
Stay short and concise. Imagine an editor looking
over your shoulder continuously chopping off unnecessary words. If you don’t need them, cut them.
Remember, your livetweet is a narrative. Your
tweets should tell a story, so try to use narrative
techniques such as setting, plot and character where
you can.
Practice these tips in tonight’s meeting! Track the
#geauxPRSSA hashtag and retweet what each other are
saying.You never know the conversations it could start.

Coming up in
Community Service
Toys for Tots and Food Drive
For the remainder of November, PRSSA at LSU
will be collecting toys for the annual U.S. Marine Corps
Toys for Tots holiday toy drive and non-perishable food
items for the Greater Baton Rouge Food Bank.
When:
PRSSA’s Toys for Tots toy drive and food drive
will run through the entire month of November;
everything must be collected by November 30th.
Where:
Donation bins will be placed in front of 246
Hodges and in the Holliday Forum of the
Journalism Building.
More info:
Donated toys must be new and unwrapped, and
food items must be non-perishable.
Donation examples:
Board games, stuffed animals, sports equipment,
canned vegetables, canned soups, dried beans,
rice; any toy that you would give to a member of
your family!
Points
Members can receive one membership point
per one toy or five food items donated with a
maximum of two points attainable.

Letter from the President
Hello members,
Can you believe it’s
November
already? This
semester
has
flown
by, and I
can’t believe
Thanksgiving is only a
week away. I
thought I’d share some of the
things I am thankful for:
• My family and friends
for loving, supporting and
encouraging me throughout
life.
• Our PRSSA/PRestige
adviser, Dr. Jensen Moore,
and my E-Board for sitting

through what can sometimes
be three-hour long meetings
(heh…sorry). You guys are
awesome and work so hard
to make PRSSA the best it
can be.
• The Manship School’s
faculty and staff for promoting PRSSA to students
and praising our efforts. We
couldn’t have done all of this
without you.
• Our PRSSA members
for being committed and
participating in this organization. We’re going to rule
the world someday.
• Coffee. And everything
that has chocolate in it.
It really does feel like it

was yesterday when the Executive Board and I were trying
to brainstorm plans for the
fall semester. As school winds
down, I also want to reflect
on the great things PRSSA
has accomplished thus far:
• We set records with an
all-time high of 108 official
members in our Chapter this
semester.
• We completed five
youth-themed service projects and will complete two
more in November.
• We raised approximately $6,000 for 14 members
to attend the 2012 PRSSA
National Conference.
• We have been featured

by Mallory Richardson
on the Manship website, the
PRSSA National blog and
as a trending topic in Baton
Rouge on Twitter.
The upcoming spring semester has even more to offer everyone, and we’re currently in the planning stages.
What is it that you want to
see from PRSSA? Email us,
post on our Facebook wall
or tweet us about it. We’re
always here to help and answer any questions you may
have. Have a great rest of the
semester and relaxing winter
break!
Best,
Mallory Richardson
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PROFESSIONAL PROFILE
Jacques Berry
Communication Director for
Lieutenant Governor Jay Dardenne

Q: What is the coolest experience you’ve had while at your current
job?
A: It’s taking place right now. I’m representing the State of Louisiana on
the PR committee for Super Bowl XLVII.
Q: What is unique about your organization?
A: I’ve worked all over state government, and alone among state agencies,
the Office of the Lt. Governor is largely proactive. I do much less media
relations/press secretary stuff, and instead concentrate on the creative
aspects of my job.
Q: How do you see public relations developing in the next 5-10 years?
A: Most people would probably say the continued development of social media, and I agree, but
specifically the biggest advances I think will come in the metrics we use to evaluate successes and failures.
Jacques Berry has a 13-year career in political communication. He is the communication director in the office
of Lt. Governor Jay Dardenne, and previously served as press secretary for the Secretary of State’s Office and a
communication specialist for the Louisiana Senate. He graduated from Nicholls State University with degrees in
mass communication (broadcast journalism) and English. He is a Baton Rouge native.

How to establish yourself on Twitter
Several Manship School
classes require students to
create Twitter accounts.
While many students followed the trend and made
accounts when it became
popular, others hesitated.
Those who wavered still may
be skeptical today.
Familiarizing yourself
with any new social media
takes time. Like most social
networks, your Twitter account is what you make of
it. You choose everything on
your page from your username to your background
image. Your profile should
reflect who you are.
When creating an account, your biggest decision
will be picking your “handle,” which is what Twitter
usernames are called. Many
people use their first and
last names, which may seem

trivial, but this is the most
professional to way to keep
your page cohesive. Twitter
allows only 15 characters for
your handle though, so you
might have to adjust.
The next step is to forget
all of the half-hearted biographies you have written in the
past. On Twitter, your biography says a great deal about
you. Most people on Twitter
decide who to follow based
on what information they
read in a biography.
Put your major, concentration, and minor if applicable. Does your employer have
a Twitter? Tag their username
and put your job title, too.
Many people use hashtags or
include their favorite sports
teams and hobbies as well.
Now
the
question
is: Who should you follow? Millions of people use

Twitter, and selecting people
can be tricky. Should you follow your favorite actor, musician, or fashion designer?
Yes, absolutely. What about
your favorite professional
athlete? Definitely, there are
thousands great athletes on
Twitter. Follow people who
interest you, and definitely
follow people with similar interests as you.
Also, follow your friends
and family. You’ll be surprised how many conversations will occur with the
people you know personally.
Lastly, follow people who
work in your area of study or
places where you would like
to work. Public relations professionals often post interesting articles or suggestions. It’s
also a good way to see how
they present themselves on
social media.

by Christina Riviere

By using 140 characters
or less to convey short messages, Twitter creates the opportunity for its users to connect on a basic level. Are you
a fan of a sports team in California? Twitter allows you to
discuss games, players, and
trades with people across the
country and internationally.
Twitter has been around
for over six years. Several of
you may already have one.
Many of you may also have
created one, tweeted twice
to your friends and left it at
that. It’s not too late to use
it to your greatest benefit.
Take these suggestions into
account. Twitter is still very
relevant to current social
media. If you establish yourself on Twitter efficiently, the
possibilities of connections,
new friendships and quality
conversations are endless.
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PRSSA Star Chapter
Award Requirements:
One of our initiatives this year is to
win the PRSSA National Star Chapter
Award. We won the award at the 2011
PRSSA National Conference and plan to
win it again in 2013. We would appreciate
your help in achieving this goal!
In order to win the award,
Chapters must complete 8 out of the
10 criteria and submit an application to
PRSSA Nationals:

‘Protecting Future Tigers’
..and ninjas and princesses

by Chelsea Cousins

1. Initiate and complete at least one
community service project.
2. Strengthen your relationship with
your PRSA sponsor Chapter.
3. Give attention to ethics in at
least one Chapter meeting.
4. Confirm that at least one
Chapter member applies for
an individual National PRSSA
scholarship or award.
5. Confirm that your Chapter
applied for at least one national
PRSSA award.
6. Implement at least one
National initiative.
7. Confirm attendance by at
least one Chapter member at
National Conference, National
Assembly, a Regional Conference or
Leadership Rally.
8. Gain positive attention for your
Chapter in at least one campus
or community publication or
other media.

Member De’Andra Roberts [above] and PRestige co-director Chelsea Moreau [bottom right] pass
out candy to trick-or-treaters and other costumed community members [bottom left] at BREC’s
Boo at the Zoo on Oct. 28.

PRSSA at LSU “PRotected”
more than future tigers at the Baton
Rouge Zoo’s annual event called Boo
at the Zoo on Oct. 28.
Members
volunteered
to
showcase their spooky spirit alongside
the children of the Baton Rouge
community dressed as princesses,
superheroes, ninjas and more. The
weekend prior to this year’s actual
Halloween, members of PRSSA
showed up to pass out candy to
children and their families while
sporting costumes of their very own.
As part of this year’s “PRotecting
Future Tigers” initiative, members
took different shifts throughout the
course of the widely sponsored event
and even took part in further helping
to promote the affair to LSU faculty

and students. And what a success
it was!
Upon arrival at the BREC Zoo,
thousands of children poured into the
entrance gates dressed as everything
from Snoopy to some of the most
extravagant princesses ever seen. As
they grazed the many pathways of
the zoo, eyes widened and hands
grabbed for candy and other treats,
while others stopped to get their
face painted by the other numerous
organization volunteers. It was the
perfect day for the children of Baton
Rouge to have a “merry, not scary”
Halloween.
Boo at the Zoo was the Chapter’s
third service effort in October. Our
record has reached an all-time high,
and this is just the beginning.

9. Extend an invitation to students/
faculty from other disciplines to
attend at least one Chapter meeting.
10. Confirm that at least 10 percent
of your graduating seniors applied
for PRSA Associate Membership.

Read another member’s perspective about Boo at the Zoo
and see more pictures on our blog at prssalsu.com/blog.
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How diversity in age is affecting the PR industry
by Shaunda Johnson

The age barrier in the public relations industry has shifted
in the past few years. Youthful
minds have been in demand
recently as companies feel the
need to keep up with the digital
era.
What is to become of the
traditional PR techniques that
most communications directors
had to master in school? What
will happen to the communications directors who still believe
that traditional PR is the answer to modern problems?
Younger
professionals,
like millennials, believe that
the traditional PR techniques
won’t prevail for long in this
digital shift. Millennials bring
skills that weren’t required in
the PR industry 15, 20 or even
30 years ago, because things
like social media management
and blogging departments
were nonexistent.
Millennials are usually

under 29 years old, have trained
to deal with the new digital era
from a PR perspective during
their time in school and have
much experience with these
platforms.
Millennials grew up on
the Internet using sites like Facebook and MySpace. Today,
these — and other — social
media sites are almost second
nature. Companies now have
a direct line of communication with their audience, so
the Internet and new technologies leave little room for mainstream media and traditional
persuasion techniques. Millennials feel that companies need
to cater to audiences that have
adjusted to this digital era.
They understand that establishing and maintaining an online
presence can be make or break
a company.
Meanwhile, some PR
professionals feel the traditional

PR techniques are not in danger of dying out and that the
new digital era is strengthening
the need for these techniques.
The often above-40-year-old
group refuses to go down without a fight. Steve Simon, CEO
of SS PR public relations firm
(Chicago, Sillicon Valley, New
York and Colorado), wrote in
an article, “What these reports
miss is that the core of traditional PR is both the delivery
and the creation of the message.” This means that even
though the platforms have
changed throughout the years,
traditional PR techniques are
still viable in this new digital
age.
The difference in opinions as to which PR techniques
are the most effective has created a rift in the PR industry.
The above-40-year-old PR
professionals in favor of the
traditional PR techniques feel

that the under-25 Millennials
can be arrogant and unprofessional in how they treat their
more seasoned counterparts.
On the other side, millennials feel that there is no room
for traditional PR techniques
or people above 40 in the new
digital platforms.
It is clear that age diversity — and the very different
viewpoints it brings – in the PR
industry has increased over the
past years. It is not uncommon
to see communication directors
under 30 years old at Fortune
500 companies. Maybe one
day millennials and traditional
PR professionals can put their
differences aside, and combine
their diverse views to realize
that they are both right. The
young need guidance from the
experienced, and the professionals need new skills from the
millennials in order to survive
the digital era.

Advice from our alumni: Internships
by Jacob Stout

Instructors keep telling you how important internships are, right? Despite
this, many public relations students don’t
actively seek out professional opportunities
that will ultimately establish their credibility
in what is a very competitive field.
I’d like to offer you
a few recommendations
that worked very well
for me during my time as a student:
1. Go out of your way to attend
events and network. Manship Networking Night during my sophomore year was
the first domino in a series of many that led
me to where I am today.
During networking night, I milled
around the Holliday Forum trying to figure out what it was exactly that I should be
doing. Some suggested bringing a résumé,
but as a sophomore, I hardly had anything
notable on mine.
Eventually, though, I found my way
to the PRAL table and began to talk about
public relations with the professionals who
were staffing that table. I talked about my

skillset, why I was studying PR and what it
was I hoped to do in the future. I gave one
of the ladies my info and thought nothing
of it.
A week or two later, I received a phone
call from her. She was getting ready to take
a new job, and the small nonprofit she
worked for needed someone to step in and
perform PR functions while they searched
for a new-hire. As a sophomore, I was given the chance to perform all of the essential
marketing functions of a large nonprofit.
2. Quantity, quality, and length
of time are all important when it comes
to internships. Some students have the
chance to (and take on) four or five internships during their college career. Doing
something like that can be OK if you’re
learning a significant amount from those
experiences. For best results, you should
balance the quality of your internships
with the length of your internships.
For example, it would probably be
better for you to work with an active Baton
Rouge nonprofit for a year while exercising
a multitude of PR functions (ultimately
leading to a sizeable portfolio), instead of
working with a major corporation for two

weeks during the summer. The second experience might be worthwhile if you’re able
to truly gain a significant experience that
you wouldn’t have otherwise been able to
have access to.
3. Explore your skills, and use
them to bring value to the work that you
do. Most any skill that you might have will
become an asset when you enter the workforce. Though you might not necessarily
use every single skill you possess on a daily
basis, you should do your best to improve
them and to attain more of them.
If you enjoy photography, learn how
to edit and retouch photos. If you like
social media, delve into some of the metrics that various platforms provide (and
learn exactly what they mean). At the
end of the day, your skills are what make
you as an individual a valuable asset to
an organization.
Jacob Stout graduated in Spring 2012,
and was a co-director of PRestige. He is
currently employed with the Louisiana
State University School of Music as the interim coordinator/production manager of
LSU Opera.
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NOTES:

Contact Us:
Website: www.prssalsu.com

Email: prssalsu@gmail.com

Facebook: “PRSSA at Lsu”

Twitter: @prssalsu

